In an EMERGENCY, dial 911

During Earthquakes...

If outdoors, STAY OUTDOORS. Avoid buildings, lights and power lines.

After an Earthquake a TSUNAMI is possible

Before and during a Tsunami...

Immediately MOVE INLAND to HIGHER GROUND and stay there. STAY AWAY FROM THE BEACH!

Never go down to the beach to watch a tsunami come in. If you can see the wave you are too close. If the water moves AWAY from the shoreline, move inland to higher ground immediately!

Further information regarding tsunami safety, evacuation, safe relocation and the tsunami ready program is available at www.tsunami.gov. For emergency planning information and how to put together an emergency kit and other preparedness initiatives to be ready for disasters, visit www.ready.gov.

Legend

- Parking Area
- US Forest Service Office
- Visitor Center
- Viewpoint
- Picnic Area
- Restrooms
- Hospital
- City
- Boating Ramp
- Canoeing
- Fishing
- Pier Fishing
- Mountain Biking
- Horse Trail
- Hiking Trail
- Seasonal Trail
- Trail
- Boardwalk
- Trees/ Shrubs

Tour Guides
Under Forest Service Permit

Guided Vehicle Tours
- Sandland Adventures
- Sand Dunes Frontier
- Spinreel Rentals